8th Amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague

8TH AMENDMENTS
TO THE STATUTE
OF THE CZECH TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY IN PRAGUE

Article 1

The Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague1 is amended as follows:

1. Article 5, including the title, reads as follows:

"Article 5
Educational activity and creative activity

(1) The right to education is a student's fundamental right and educational activity is a teacher's fundamental duty, and the educational and creative activities as the fundamental right and duty of an academic worker are carried out within the scope of academic freedoms and based on creative activity.

(2) Studies at CTU are implemented in the framework of study programmes and lifelong learning programmes5; the list of programme is published in the public section of the CTU6 website.

(3) The process of approval of accreditations, areas of education and study programmes is governed by the CTU Rules of Accreditation7.

(4) Faculties are responsible for the implementation of faculty programmes; in case of programmes outside faculties, all constituent parts participating in their implementation are responsible for the implementation.

(5) Study programmes can be implemented

a) independently by one faculty,

b) independently by more faculties,

c) in a manner described in letters (a), (b), with participation of other faculties or university institutes;

This is without prejudice to cooperation with other subjects, provided this complies with

---

1 The CTU Statute registered by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports on 1 September 2017 under ref. no. MSMT-21850/2017, as amended by the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th amendments to the Statute.
2. In Article 21, Para 2 reads as follows:

“(2) SC CTU competence includes consideration and approval of intentions and proposals and other competences listed in Section 12 of the Act, with the exception of competence entrusted to IEB in accordance with Section 12, Para 3 of the Act. SC CTU comments on matters submitted to it by the rector²⁴. In addition, SC CTU comments in particular on proposals to

a) Award the doctor honoris causa degree (abbreviated as “dr. h. c., placed after the name) – a honorary doctorate at CTU,
b) Appoint emeritus professors,
c) Appoint visiting professors,
d) Appoint members of specialization committees of doctoral study programmes outside faculties,
e) Appoint members of the CTU Grant Committee,
f) Award the Felber’s Medal,
g) On a proposal of the Rules of Habilitation Proceedings and Proceedings to Appoint Professors at CTU or on a proposal to amend the Rules,
h) Stipulate Recommended Aspects of Assessment and Criteria, issued by the rector in a rector’s measure.”.

3. In Article 22, Para 2 reads as follows:

“(2) IEB CTU carries out activities listed in Section 12a, Para 4 (a) to (d) of the Act, other activities in the scope stipulated by the Statute² and, by delegation, the competence of IEB CTU as referred to in Section 12, Para 1 (b), (c), and (e) of the Act, which is hereby entrusted to it by the Statute, within the meaning of Section 12, Article 3 of the Act, and comments on other matters submitted to it by the rector.”.

4. In Article 46, Para 2 reads as follows:

“(2) Internal regulations of CTU include

a) CTU Statute,
b) Electoral Code of the CTU Academic Senate,
c) Rules of Procedure of the CTU Academic Senate,
d) CTU Internal Salary Rules,
e) Rules of Procedure of the CTU Scientific Council,
f) Rules of Selection Procedure to Appoint Academic Workers at CTU,
g) Study and Examination Rules for Students at CTU,
h) CTU Rules for Granting Scholarships,

² Section 12a, Para 4 (e) of the Act, and Article 5 of the Statute.
The amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague were approved by the CTU Academic Senate on 4 November 2020 pursuant to Section 9, Para 1 (b), point 3 of Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Higher Education Institutions and on Amendments and Supplements to some other Acts (The Higher Education Act), as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”).

These amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague come into force pursuant to Section 36, Para 4 of the Act on the day they are registered by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports.

These amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague come into effect on the day the CTU Rules of Accreditation, which were approved by the Academic Senate of the Czech Technical University in Prague on 4 November 2020, come into effect.

The CTU Rules of Accreditation came into effect on 7 January 2021.

VIII. změny Statutu Českého vysokého učení technického v Praze

i) Disciplinary Code for Students at CTU,

j) CTU Rules of the System of Quality Assurance of Educational, Creative and Other Related Activities and Internal Evaluation of Quality of Educational, Creative and Other Related Activities at CTU,

k) CTU Statute of Visiting Professors,

l) CTU Statute of Emeritus Professors,

m) CTU Rules of Residence,

n) CTU Code of Lifelong Learning,

o) CTU Code Governing the Awarding of Doctor Honoris Causa Degrees,

p) CTU Rules for Putting Monetary and In-kind Deposits to Legal Persons and Discussion of Proposals to Set up Legal Persons,

q) CTU Rules of Habilitation Proceedings and Proceedings to Appoint Professors,

r) Statute of the CTU Internal Evaluation Board,

s) CTU Code of Ethics,

t) CTU Career System,

u) CTU Rules of Accreditation.”.

Article 2

(1) The amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague were approved by the CTU Academic Senate on 4 November 2020 pursuant to Section 9, Para 1 (b), point 3 of Act No. 111/1998 Coll., on Higher Education Institutions and on Amendments and Supplements to some other Acts (The Higher Education Act), as amended (hereinafter referred to as the “Act”).

(2) These amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague come into force pursuant to Section 36, Para 4 of the Act on the day they are registered by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports.

(3) These amendments to the Statute of the Czech Technical University in Prague come into effect on the day the CTU Rules of Accreditation, which were approved by the Academic Senate of the Czech Technical University in Prague on 4 November 2020, come into effect.
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